
Tracking airplanes in real time with ADS-B

Is it a bird?
Airplanes continuously broadcast signals that identify the aircraft 

and its current flight path. With a moderately priced receiver and a 

Raspberry Pi, users can receive ADS-B transponder data in real time. 

 By Roland Pleger

which the mobile phone queries via the 
Internet. The Raspberry Pi lets you cre-
ate a low cost receiver for capturing and 
analyzing location data in real time, 
without depending on the Internet.

The receiver for this kind of set-up 
consists of a DVT-T stick, which is a de-
vice that was originally designed for re-
ceiving television signals via radio 
waves (Figure 1). The best candidate 
among all of the available sticks are 
those using the Realtek RTL2832 chip. 
This chip can communicate with the re-

During flight time, airliners con-
tinuously broadcast signals to 
identify themselves and their 
flight route. Countless web-

sites utilize this data to track jets online 
and display their location on a map [1]. 
Similar programs run on mobile 
phones [2]. Given that a smart phone 
understands information about location 
and direction, you can use the device to 
create a virtual experience of receiving 
flight data in real time. However, these 
data are actually drawn from a database 
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ception and analysis program. Well 
known vendors advertise suitable receiv-
ers with descriptions such as “USB 
DVB-T RTL-SDR Realtek RTL2832U” for 
a price of under 10 Euro. The antenna 
included with these sticks is usually suf-
ficient for this project. If it is not, you 
can build a directional antenna [3] by 
yourself to operate at a frequency of 
1090 MHz and then connect it to the 
stick via the MCX plug contact.

The receiver is based on a software de-
fined radio or SDR The ideal SDR re-
ceiver consists of an antenna, an ADC or 
Analog Digital Converter to digitalize 
the analog voltage of the antenna, and 
also a computer for processing incoming 
data. Actual SDRs work with analog 
boosters and intermediate frequencies 
because the sensitivity of customary 
ADC chips is usually inadequate for di-
rect reception. 

Software
In this article we take a look at the 

readout of flight signals based on the 
Dump1090 program. In comparison to 
other programs like RTL 1090 or BaseS-
tation [4] that are designed to perform a 
similar function, Dump1090 distin-
guishes itself with excellent reception 
capabilities. The first version of the pro-
gram was written by Salvatore San-
filippo in 2012 [5]. For the Raspberry Pi, 
it is a good idea to use the updated ver-
sion written by Malcom Robb[6], in par-
ticular because the newer version sup-
ports OpenStreetMap. The program can 
be downloaded as a ZIP archive (List-
ing 1, first line). However, it is easier to 
clone it directly via Git (Listing 1, sec-
ond line).

Next,switch to the directory using the 
command from the first line in Listing 2. 
The directory contains the downloaded 
files. The second line displays the first 
attempt at compiling the program. Most 

of the time, the system interrupts compi-
lation and produces an error message 
that references support programs that 
have not been found.

Typically, the user will have to follow 
the developer’s version of Libusb. This C 
library manages communication with 
the USB port. Also, basic things like a C 
compiler are sometimes missing. Lines 4 
and  5 install a compiler retroactively. 
You will need the libraries from lines 6 
and  7 in order to program and analyze 
the SDR chip. Depending on the soft-
ware you have, you may have to install 

Figure 1: A simple DVB-T stick serves as the SDR receiver for the Raspberry Pi.

The low cost ADS-B receiver for this set-up 
comes in the form of a software controlled 
DVB-T stick that operates at a frequency of 
1090 MHz. In addition, the open source com-
munity has made free libraries and programs 
available for the device. A straightforward rod 
antenna has a reach greater than  100 kilome-
ters, meaning that the whole set up lets you in-
stantly track air traffic that is within range. 

README

$ wget https://github.com/MalcolmRobb/dump1090/archive/master.zip

$ git clone git://github.com/MalcolmRobb/dump1090.git

LISTING 1: master.zip

01  $ cd Dump1090‑Folder

02  $ make # probably interrupt with error messages

03  $ sudo apt‑get install libusb‑1.0‑0‑dev

04  $ sudo apt‑get install build‑essential

05  $ sudo apt‑get install pkg‑config

06  $ sudo apt‑get install rtl‑sdr

07  $ sudo apt‑get install librtlsdr‑dev

08  $ make # in case of errors: additional libraries necessary

LISTING 2: Output of make
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fully recognized the  RTL2832U SDR 
chip. If instead, you see a notification 
that the stick is already integrated, 
Linux will identify it as a DVB-TV re-
ceiver. If this occurs, you should add the 
file /etc/ modprobe.d/ blacklist.conf to the 
line blacklist dvb_usb_rtl28xxu. Occa-
sionally you will need to add the re-
maining lines from Listing 4. This will 
prevent the system from loading the DVB 
T driver after a restart and consequently, 
the computer will not receive DVB-T 
television.

aDS-B-reception
The process referred to as ADS-B (see 
info box) exists so that aircraft can con-
tinuously broadcast status information 
as a means of increasing flight safety. 
The so-called ADS-B mode extended 
squitter is required for all airliners 
found inside European air space. Small 
transmission pulse sequences, each 0.5  

additional libraries before the make call 
in Line 8 runs without any error mes-
sages.

After completing installation accord-
ing to Listing 2, the user should check 
the connection to the DVB-T stick via 
the call rtl_test ‑t. Once the result 
looks similar to the one in Listing 3, this 
means that the computer has success-

Figure 2: This is an example of using the call <§§c>./ dump1090 --interactive<§§c> to update data in the termi-

nal window.

01  $ rtl_test ‑t

02    Found 1 device(s):

03    0:  Generic, RTL2832U, SN: 77771111153705700

04  

05    Using device 0: Generic RTL2832U

06    Found Rafael Micro R820T tuner

07    Supported gain values (29): 0.0 0.9 1.4 2.7 3.7 7.7 ...

08    [R82XX] PLL not locked!

09    Sampling at 2048000 S/s.

10    No E4000 tuner found, aborting.

LISTING 3: Output of rtl_test -t

blacklist dvb_usb_rtl28xxu

blacklist dvb_usb_v2

blacklist rtl_2830

blacklist rtl_2832

blacklist r820t

LISTING 4: blacklist
$ ./dump1090 ‑‑help

‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

|                dump1090 ModeS Receiver     Ver : 1.10.3010.14 |

‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

‑‑device‑index <index>   Select RTL device (default: 0)

[...]

$ ./dump1090 ‑‑raw

0: Generic, RTL2832U, SN: 77771111153705700 (currently selected)

Found Rafael Micro R820T tuner

Max available gain is: 49.60

Setting gain to: 49.60

Exact sample rate is: 2000000.052982 Hz

Gain reported by device: 49.60

*8d4408d758c3758d7d6b59c39614;

*5d4408d752975c;

*5d3c5eea681552;

*a000053900000000000000f1c42d;

[...]

LISTING 5: Output of dump1090 --help
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µs in length, sent out over a frequency 
of 1090 MHz are used to code each bit. 
The logical one is represented when the 
pulse occurs at the beginning of the ref-
erence frequency. When it occurs at the 
end, the logical zero results. There are 
short squitters lasting 64 µs which code 
56 bits. Of these, 27  represent data bits. 

Extended squitters lasting 120  µs con-
tain an additional 56  bits of data.

The SDR libraries assume the task of 
decoding the 1090 MHz signals. Listing 5 
records the first tests with the program 
Dump1090. Once the program has been 
compiled without any errors, the help 
menu will appear via the ‑‑help switch. 
When you receive a response consisting 
of short and long hexadecimal numbers, 
this means that you have started to re-
ceive the first ADS-B data telegrams. All 
that remains to be done is the decoding 
work on the character chains. These 

The abbreviation ADS-B stands for “Automatic 
Dependent Surveillance --Broadcast*. ADS-B 
lets an aircraft independently determine its 
own location, for instance via GPS, and then 
continuously emit omnidirectional broadcasts 
of position and other information including 
flight number, type of aircraft, speed, flight alti-
tude and direction. Typically, the broadcasts 
are transmitted once per second. They go out 
over the 1090 MHz frequency. The range for 
ADS-B signals is about 200 nautical miles, 
therefore about 370  kilometers. ADS-B is used 
today to increase flight safety by acting as a 
quasi substitute for radar, particularly in areas 
with poor coverage for transmission signals 
such as sparsely populated areas and air space 
located over the ocean.. Associated costs are 
much lower than the price of an active flight 
surveillance facility. ADS-B also increases 
flight safety in zones that are already well 
monitored by radar due to significantly faster 
update rates when compared with classic 
flight tracking methods.

ADS-B

$ ./dump1090

*8d3c675458c38511495f2a4769a9;

CRC: 000000 (ok)

DF 17: ADS‑B message.

  Capability     : 5 (Level 2+3+4 (DF0,4,5,11,20,21,24,code7 ‑ is airborne))

  ICAO Address   : 3c6754

  Extended Squitter  Type: 11

  Extended Squitter  Sub : 0

  Extended Squitter  Name: Airborne Position (Baro Altitude)

    F flag   : odd

    T flag   : non‑UTC

    Altitude : 38000 feet

    Latitude : 34980 (not decoded)

    Longitude: 89898 (not decoded)

LISTING 6: Output of dump1090

Figure 3: Airplanes on an interactive map.
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decimal places. Information that is this 
detailed no longer fits into a 112  bit 
data string. Therefore the so-called Com-
pact Position Reporting (CPR) function 
divides the information into two data 
telegrams. One of these is an odd frame 
and the other even. The two can be dis-
tinguished by figuring out whether the 
22nd  data bit (F Flag) has been set to  1 
(EVEN) or  0 (ODD) [7].

Dump1090 assumes the tedious task of 
decoding. The pre-converted data ap-
pears with a simple call and without the 
need for any additional switch. In the 
example taken from Listing 6, the 112 bit 
hex string contains the ODD frame infor-
mation for longitude and latitude. Call-
ing Dump1090 with the ‑‑interactive 
switch computes all of the flight data 
and then displays them in a table (Fig-
ure 2).

The value in the first column stands 
for the unchangeable 24 bit mode S ad-
dress for the transponder. The airplane 
gets the transponder code (Sqwk) from 
air traffic control. It is valid for as long 
as the aircraft remains in the monitored 
air space. The Flight column contains 
the flight number. Altitude (Alt) and 
speed (Spd) appear in feet and knots. 
The flight heading (Hdg) shows the 
angle to north. Accordingly, 067 corre-
sponds to the direction east by north-
east. Latitude (Lat) and longitude 
(Long) are shown in degrees. The rela-
tive signal strength is shown in the Sig 
column. Each of the following columns 
provide information about the frequency 
with which data telegrams are received. 
See below for how a telegram receives a 
time stamp.

If the user wants to place the data in a 
file for analysis, replicating the column 
headings and the horizontal line can be 
problematic. Listing 7 shows how to use 
Egrep in order to filter the data before 
placing it in the flightdata.txt file.

weBServer
The Dump1090 program has its own 
webserver. It is started by calling 

consist either of 14 or 28 bytes. Note 
that 14 characters x 4 bits = 56 bits and 
that 28 characters x4 bits =112 bits.

DecoDing
Prior to the adoption of satellite assisted 
navigation, it was fairly difficult to de-
termine the position of an aircraft. As a 
result, ADS-B originally coded only the 
flight number, flight altitude, direction 
and speed. The receiver added a time 
stamp. This information was sufficient 
to act as a form of basic protection 
against collision with other aircraft and 
as a means of providing identification to 
ground based surveillance radar. When 
an aircraft in transit received ADS-B sig-
nals, this meant that another aircraft 
was most probably located somewhere 
in the area. Crews took precautionary 
measures if signals indicated that the 
flight level of the transmitting aircraft 
was the same as their their own.

Beginning with the introduction of 
GPS, ADS-B data telegrams transmit the 
position of the aircraft with an accuracy 
of within 100 meters. This is equivalent 
to specifying degrees with up to three 

Figure 3: The examples delivered by the manufacturer show the current CPU load.

$ ./dump1090 ‑‑net ‑‑interactive | egrep ‑v ‚Hex|‑‑‑‑‘ > flightdata.txt

LISTING 7: flightdata.txt

$ ./dump1090 ‑‑net ‑‑net‑http‑port 8080 ‑‑aggressive ‑‑interactive ‑‑metric

LISTING 8: Output of dump1090 --aggressive
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Dump1090 with the ‑‑net switch. The 
application writes the current position 
data to the directory path of the server. 
This is accessed viahttp:// 
 localhost:8080/  data.  json. Just type 
https://  localhost:8080 into the web 
browser. The home page Java script 
filesread the data continuously and 
write the airplane location to a map 
(Figure 3).

The switch at the upper left of the 
map determines the map source. You 
will run into some problems if you select 
the free map OpenStreetMap. The 
Google logo remains visible and the link 
to the free OpenStreetMap license is 
missing. We have corrected both of 
these issues for Figure 3. The number of 
flight paths is also not correct. The web-
server only displays the flight path for 
the flight that has just been clicked.

Specify the port with the parameter 
‑‑net‑http‑port 8080 (Listing 8). In the 
example this port 8080. The flag ‑‑ag‑
gressive increases the number of recog-

nized airplanes via limited redundancy 
testing. The ‑‑metric switch converts 
the altitude and speed into meters and 
kilometers per hour by dividing the alti-
tude by  3,2828 and multiplying the 
speed by  1,852.

raSpBerry pi
All of the tests performed thus far work 
just as well on a Raspberry Pi as they do 
on a mature Linux system with one ex-
ception. Although the Midori and Epiph-
any web browsers display the map on a 
laptop without any trouble, they fail to 
do so on the Raspberry Pi. Figure 4 
shows the disappointing results that 
Epiphany returned on a Raspberry Pi 3.

Even though the browser accurately 
updates flight movements, the back-
ground map freezes on a single tile. One 
possible solution to this problem would 
be to call Dump1090 via another com-
puter on the network. There is also a 
more direct approach. Firefox also runs 
as Iceweasel on a Raspbian system. It 

Hex    Flight   Alt      V/S GS  TT  SSR  G*456^ Msgs    Seen /

‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

4baada          F380                             1       0

3c6441 DLH7NM   F359                 6664        26      0

4ca7b3          F350         513 124 3475        21      0

Legend:

v/s: vertical speed

gs: ground speed in knots

tt: true track in deg true

Key:

v/s: vertical speed

gs: ground speed in knots

tt: true track in deg true

LISTING 9: Output from dump1090 --interactive-rtl1090

01  $ nc localhost 30003 | grep MSG,3

02  MSG,3,111,11111,4B1937,111111,2016/08/15,13:25:53.412,2016/08/15,13:25:53.384\

03    ,,39025,,,50.79378,7.33597,,,,,,0

04  MSG,3,111,11111,394A04,111111,2016/08/15,13:26:09.707,2016/08/15,13:26:09.700\

05  ,,35975,,,50.64885,6.87195,,,,,,0

06  

07  $ nc localhost 30003 | grep MSG,3 >flightdata.csv

08  

09  Key:

10  Message type, transmission type, nn, nn1, ModeS‑Fight no, Date‑gen, Time‑gen, Date‑log,\

11  Time‑log, Callsign, Altitude, Groundspeed, Track(heading on earth), lon, lat

LISTING 10: Output from nc
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builds the website slowly but carefully, 
authorizes the selection of various maps 
and also correctly loads the map tiles 
when sections of the map are moved.

output formatS
Two output formats have already been 
introduced. These are the output in the 
console and the output on port 8080. 
The ‑‑interactive‑rtl1090 switch 
adapts to the output format for the pro-
gram of the same name (Listing 9).

The SBS BaseStation format [8] can be 
queried at any time via port 30003. The 
program Netcat, abbreviated as nc, as-
sumes this task in the first line of List-
ing 10. The grep MSG,3 command re-
duces the display size to the message 
font 3.

The program creates each time stamp. 
The numerous decimal places it contains 
do not represent a precise designation of 
the time of receipt. Instead, the numbers 
help with the sequential arrangement of 
the data. In line 7, the operator > redi-
rects the data from the console display 
to the flightdata.csv file. The output 
format with commas as separators 
makes it easier to process the data fur-

[1]  Flightaware: http://  flightaware.  com/  live/

[2]  Android/ iOS-Apps for identifying airplanes: 
https://  www.  flightradar24.  com/  apps

[3]  Building a simple ADS-B-Antenna: https:// 
 media.  readthedocs.  org/  pdf/ 
 adsb‑decode‑guide/  latest/ 
 adsb‑decode‑guide.  pdf and http://  www.  lll. 
 lu/  %7Eedward/  edward/  adsb/  antenna/ 
 ADSBantenna.  html

[4]  Overview of ADS-B-Receiver software: 
http://  sonicgoose.  com/  ads‑b‑software/

[5]  Dump1090 from Salvatore Sanfilippo: 
https://  github.  com/  antirez/  dump1090

[6]  Dump1090 from Malcom Robb: https:// 
 github.  com/  MalcolmRobb/  dump1090

[7]  Decoding ADS-B-Data messages: http:// 
 adsb‑decode‑guide.  readthedocs.  io/  en/ 
 latest

[8]  SBS Output format: http://  woodair.  net/  SBS/ 
 Article/  Barebones42_Socket_Data.  htm

INFO

Figure 5: These are statistics on reception using a simple dipole antenna when there is limited 

visibility.

ther. The graphics in Figure 5 were cre-
ated in this way.

The file fills up with around 2 MB of 
data after collecting measurements for 
one hour. The table calculator LibreOf-
fice Calc recognizes the comma as a col-
umn divider and a few clicks place val-
ues for the signals that have been re-
ceived in the columns for longitude and 
latitude. Then the GIS software of the 
user’s choice accepts the values and dis-
plays them on a map.

The distinctive asymmetry of the re-
ception diagram in Figure 5 is caused by 
shadowing. The skies were clearly visi-
ble only when heading southwards. Air-
planes traveling up to 100 kilometers 
away were identified with a simple di-
pole antenna. Increasing the area of cov-
erage requires a directional antenna 
which can follow airplanes to the hori-
zon at a maximum distance of 400  kilo-
meters.

concluSion
A consumer grade DVB-T stick can be 
used as a low cost, software controlled 
ADS-B receiver that operates at 
1090 MHz. The open source community 
delivers free libraries and programs for 
analyzing the data. Users can also start 
out with a simple rod antenna and ob-
serve aircraft in real time within a radius 
of more than 100 kilometers. Once the 
data are collected in a file, you can per-
form statistical analysis. l l l
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